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September 2016 Specials
Essences for Children
For the month of September, we are offering a 25% discount on a special
collection of our combination formulas that parents can use with their children
on a daily basis. Many children are returning to school this month after the
freedom of a long summer vacation, and everyone in the family will be affected
by changing schedules and priorities. Regardless of whether your child is going
back to a comfortable situation with familiar friends or transferring to a new
school, it is normal for them to experience some anxiety and back-to-school
stress. Some children are born more sensitive to their environment than others
and these children respond amazingly well to the support and protection
provided by vibrational essences. These formulas will also help your children
strengthen their ability to focus, pay attention and participate during class,
handle the expectations of their parents and teachers, and cope with the
intense social dynamics of being in school.
Beyond Words • Calling All Angels • Easy Learning
Guardian • Soul Support • Travel Ease
1/4-oz/7.5ml stock regular: $9.95 - Special $7.46
1-oz/30ml stock regular: $14.95 - Special $11.21

Calling All Angels Spray • Easy Learning Spray
Guardian Spray • Soul Support Spray
2 oz/60 ml Spray: Regular $16.95 - Special $12.71
4oz/120 ml Spray: Regular $24.45 - Special $18.34

*Purchase all six of these specially discounted essences in the
1/4-oz or 1-oz size and receive them in a sturdy and attractive kit box.
*Purchase all four of these specially discounted sprays in the
2-oz or 4-oz size and receive them in a sturdy and attractive gift box.
These special kits would make a great gift for any family with children!
***This discount may not be combined with any other customer discounts.

Beyond Words is for children who have difficulty speaking up in class or taking part in
classroom discussions because they are shy, have a tendency to be naturally introverted,
or feel vulnerable being in front of a group of their peers. This formula will also help
them clarify and organize their thoughts for oral tests and classroom presentations.
Calling All Angels is for the child who is having difficulty sleeping. Keep a bottle of
Calling All Angels spray next to your child's bed for use when they wake up in the middle
of the night to help them get back to sleep. This formula is also helpful for the first-time
student who is missing the familiarity of home.
Easy Learning is for those students that have difficulty focusing and concentrating on
what the teacher is presenting because they are easily distracted. It enhances memory
and mental focus and helps with the processing, understanding and integration of new
information. The Easy Learning spray can also be used at home to create a focused
environment for doing homework.
Guardian is for sensitive children who easily become overwhelmed and overstimulated
by the busy, noisy and hectic environments of the classroom, playground, and
lunchroom. It is extremely helpful for those who are faced with bullying, being
embarrassed by other students, or being publicly shamed by authority figures.
Soul Support provides strength, balance and stability for any stressful situation that the
family is dealing with. It also brings support for schedule changes, arguments at home,
injuries on the playground, fights with other children, homework overload, and test
anxiety.
Travel Ease helps to ease the transition back to school after the long summer vacation.
It will also help sensitive children cope with the crowded environment of the school bus,
and ease any disorientation that your kids may experience traveling to a new school or
university. Travel Ease also assists with general grounding, functional energy boundaries,
and protection.

Using Essences
with Children in School:
For young children:
Add two drops of the chosen essences to your
child's water bottle or thermos each morning
before they head off to school. Spritizing your
child with the essences both before and after
school also provides the added support they
need.
Make up a small spritzer bottle: fill a 1-oz or 2oz unbreakable bottle with filtered or distilled
water and add two drops of each chosen
essence you wish to use. Instruct your child to
spritz themselves with it as often as they
choose, when they feel they need it. Instruct
them not to spray other children or school
papers, etc. Be sure to let the teacher know
what is in the spritzer bottle in advance. Do
not include anything scented.

For older children:
Make up a dosage bottle: Fill a clean one
ounce glass dropper bottle with pure spring or
distilled water and add two drops of each
selected essence. We recommend adding 20%
to 25% vegetable glycerin or flavored vinegar for preservative. The standard dosage is
four drops, four times a day, or as needed.

Follow us on
Facebook to learn
more about
Alaskan Essences
products, trainings &
special discounts.

Visit our
Online Store
to purchase these and
other exciting Alaskan
Essences products.

Relief, Renewal and Reconnection
Releasing Trauma with the Alaskan Essences
A Weekend Workshop with Steve Johnson
September 24-25 — Kendal, Cumbria, UK
Trauma is perhaps the most intense form of learning available to us. It often
happens when we are not listening to our inner guidance. Unresolved trauma
is essentially life experience that has not been integrated. The presence of
trauma can weaken and contribute to the storage of toxins in the physical body.
It can also cause numerous difficulties at the emotional, mental, and spiritual
levels. In this workshop Steve will introduce a new approach to healing and
releasing trauma using the Alaskan Essences.
The cost for this workshop is £190
For more information or to register:
Email Healthlines HERE
Phone: 01539 824776
Click HERE for the Healthlines Website
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